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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

MAR 1 2 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: HEW Support for Training of Biomedical 
and Behavioral Researchers 

DECISION 

In the attached memorandum (Attachment A) , Secretary 
Weinberger appeals your 1976 Budget decisions on Federal 
subsidies for training biomedical and behavioral 
researchers. The 1976 Budget called for: 

in 1975, no new predoctoral support programs 
and a limit on institutional training grants-
as opposed to individual fellowships--to 
"instances in which there is a need to create 
training environments that do not currently 
exist"; and 

in 1976, support limited to 1,100 individual 
postdoctoral fellowships, and no new predoc
toral support or institutional training grants. 

HEW needs your decisions by Thursday, March 13, in order to 
draft legislation and prepare testimony for Senate hearings 
on March 17. 

Background. The appropriations authorization for HEW pro
grams that subsidize the training of biomedical and behav
ioral researchers expires June 30, 1975. This legislation 
was the response of Congress to the Administration's pro
posal in 1974 to eliminate completely all HEW support for 
training researchers. 

The 1974 budget decision was based on the still valid 
concerns of: 

the inequity of providing substantial Federal 
subsidies ($200 million annually) for students 
in the life sciences, but not in other fields; 
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the apparent surplus of qualified researchers 
as shown by increasing numbers of "approved 
but unfunded" research proposals~ 

the absence of specific programming objectives 
for training in relation to research needs~ 
and 

the existence of general predoctoral student 
support programs in the Office of Education. 
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While other agencies have gotten out of the support for 
training researchers, HEW has not. Attachment B contains 
a more detailed staff paper on this issue. 

The 1976 Budget limit of 1,100 new fellowships was selected 
because it brings the number of trainees roughly in line 
with the number of new researchers supported annually on 
research grants. Individual fellowship support was chosen 
as consistent with the Administration's general higher edu
cation policy of concentrating support on students, with 
tuition to reflect institutional training costs. Moreover, 
postdoctoral support does not further increase the already 
excess supply of researchers. This approach also avoids 
institutions' becoming as directly dependent on Federal 
funds for faculty salaries. 

Options: We see three options: 

-- Option 1: Reaffirm the 1976 Budget decision--no 
new predoctoral training support in 1975 and 1976, 1,100 
individual postdoctoral fellowships in 1976 and no institu
tional training grants. 

Option 2: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in prior years in both 1975 and 1976--HEW will determine 
levels of predoctoral and postdoctoral support and the ex
tent to which institutional training grants are employed. 

-- oetion 3: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in pr1or years in 1975 only. For 1976, limit Federal 
support to the 1,100 individual postdoctoral fellowships • 
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Considerations: We believe the following considerations 
bear upon your decision: 

for 1975, Congress has apparently rejected 
your $32 million rescission proposal which 
reflected no new predoctoral support and 
limiting institutional training grants,and 
the appropriations will have to be spent; 

Secretary Weinberger's memorandum indicates 
his desire to use predoctoral support and 
institutional training grants as "excellent 
mechanisms for having an influence over the 
flow of researchers into priority areas." 
The 1,100 postdoctoral awards limit "prevents 
me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner" and" ... it is totally 
unrealistic to expect Congress to accept this 
restrictive approach"; 

in the past, HEW's "shortage specialties" 
have been practically the same as before the 
shortage concept was introduced. This re
flects lack of agreement on a meaningful con
cept of "shortages"; and 

the supply of Ph.D. life scientists is growing 
at an unprecedented rate. The Labor Department 
has tentatively forecast a surplus of Ph.D.'s 
in the life sciences for the 1976 - 1980 period 
ranging from 15% to 25%. 

Recommendation: We recommend that you approve Option 3, 
largely reflecting: 

a desire to cooperate, in light of the re
jection by Congress of the Administration's 
rescission proposals affecting support of 
research training; 

the program merits, i.e., the considerations 
of equity and supply, underlying the 1976 
budget are still valid; and 

submission of an Administration bill for 
1976 may force a discussion in Congress of 
the issue on the substantive program merits 
and equity considerations • 

• 
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Decision: 

I I Option 1: Reaffirm the training decisions 
announced in the 1976 Budget. 

I / Option 2: 

~Option 3: 

Attachments 

• 

Allow HEW discretion in 1975 and 
1976 within the final appropria
tion levels (HEW request). 

Allow HEW discretion within the 
1975 appropriation level. In 
1976, reaffirm the training de
cision to limit support of 1,100 
postdoctoral fellowships (OMB 
recommendation) . 

I. 

j 
. 'James T. Lynn 
Director 
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Attachment A 

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON, D. C-20201 

MAR 51975 

MENORANDUN FOR THE PP-ES IDENT 

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare's biomedical and 
behavioral research training programs are authorized by The National 
Research Service A~vard Act. This Act, which was enacted in July 1974, 
authorizes appropriations in only FY 1975 for pre- and post-doctoral 
fellowships and institutional a~vards. Consequently, the Department 
will be requesting an extension of the appropriation authorization for 
FY 1976 and beyond. Hr. Ash's legislative directive to the Department 
specified-that we seek amendments in this Act to support only post
doctoral ~esearch fellows through national competition. This legislative 
directive ~vas consistent with current FY 1975 budget policy to eliminate 
pre-doctoral fellmvships and to limit ne'tv institutional a~vards, and with 
the FY 1976 budget proposal of making new a'tvards only for 1100 post
doctoral fellows. 

While I agree that we should restrict the Federal effort in research 
training, the OMB directive seriously damages the Department's ability 
to manage the progra~s efficiently and to assure the necessary number 
of qualified bidmedical and behavioral researchers. Over the last few 
years, I have been restructuring the Department's research training 
support. The Department, particularly through the National Institutes 
of Health, has emphasized post-doctoral fellmvships and increasingly 
has targeted institutional awards and pre-doctoral fellowships in those 
research areas in short supply. 

This redirection was in response to our perception of changing research 
manpower needs. In the 1960's the rapid grmvth in research grants 
necessitated substantial and wide-spread institutional research training 
development awards. While an insufficient total number of researchers 
is no longer the problem, \ve believe some institutional a;;vards are 
still needed to develop research training capacity in ne~v and very 
prom~s~ng research areas and in areas of chronic short supply of 
qualified researchers such as epidemiology, genetics and nutritional 
science. These are crucial areas for a comprehensive Federal research 
effort. Hmvever, as they are less attractive to young researchers .and 
training institutions, special Federal institutional awards are warranted. 
Like;;vise, \ve believe that pre-doctoral training support is an important 
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component of the total research training program. Since the Alcohol~ 
Drug Abuse and }~ntal Health Administration supports pre-doctoral 
fellows for their thesis research, such support provides an excellent 
mechanism for having an influence over the flow of researchers into 
priority areas. 

Institutional awards and pre-doctoral fellowships should be directed 
only for those research areas for which it can be shcrtm that additional 
training capacity is needed. Post-doctoral fellowships should not be 
so restricted. They should be awarded on merit through national com
petition with priority given to shortage areas. On this latter point 
'>ve have no disagreement '>vith the OMB guidance in any respect. 

lfuile we have no argument in general with OMB' s objective to restrict 
substantially pre-doctoral training and institutional awards, their 
request that we submit to Congress legislative amendments that would 
limit research training awards only to post-doctoral fellow·ships and 
the related b"udget decision to restrict ne1v awards in FY 1976 to post
doctoral fellows prevents me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner. In addition, it is totally unrealistic to expect 
the Congress to accept this restrictive approach. Accordingly~ I re
quest that you permit the Department to submit amendments that allow 
institutional awards and pre-doctoral fellowships limited to those 
scientific areas in w~ich existing training capacity is substantially 
inadequate and in which '>ve cannot expect rapid improvement without 
Federal support. 

Both the legislative and appropriations committee in Congress have in
dicated continuously their intent to maintain such funding. If we do 
not present a realistic position, we are unlikely to make progress 
toward agreed objectives. The Senate Subcommittee on Health has invited 
us to testify on March 11 as to our position on the extension of this 
legislation. I believe my approach represents a method of constraining 
the Federal role and Federal training expenditures. 

Finally, I request that as a result of this legislative decision the 
Department be permitted to allocate the FY 1976 budget between the various 
research training programs in order to assure the most efficient use of 
Federal dollars. I emphasize that no additional funds are being requested. 

d ... V/ ~·· ~re y ~ 
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Attachmc::.nt: B 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

Subject: Biomedical and Behavioral Research Training · 

Backgroun~. In the 1974 Budget, the Administration pro
posed to phase out Federal support for the training of 
biomedical and behavioral researchers by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, 
and Mental Health Administration (ADA11HA) . This decision 
was based on several considerations, including: 

the inequity of providing Federal subsidies 
for students in the biomedical or behavioral 
sciences while graduate students in other 
fields do not benefit from special Federal 
support; 

the lack of programming objectives for training, 
e.g., need or "shortages" in relation to research 
plans; 

the inappropriateness of federally subsidizing 
medical clinical specialty training which 
increases personal income potential of physician 
specialists, when the Federal priority is on pri
mary care; 

the apparently adequate supply of research 
scientists as shown by the continuing surplus 
of "approved, but unfunded" research proposals; 
and 

the existence of general graduate student support 
programs in the Office of Education. 

Training programs were begun in 1947, but expanded sharply in 
the 1960s. Because of their large institutional support com
ponents, they are considered vital by most research institu
tions and medical schools. Since 1967, NIH and ADAMHA 
research training support has averaged about $200 million 
annually. Support is made to the pre- and post-Ph.D and M.D. 
levels in all fields--life sciences, physical sciences, 
social sciences and the arts and the humanities. Generally, 
it is concentrated in life sciences disciplines and takes 
the forJn of institutional grants or individual fellowships. 

Congress responded to the Administration proposal by 
introducing specific mandatory authorizing legislation 
for the research training programs. Ostensibly, in an . 
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attempt to "head off" the legislation, HEW initiated a new 
more limited program of postdoctoral individual fellowships 
in designated ''shortage" specialties. The selection of 
individual postdoctoral support was based on the existence 
of other sources of predoctoral student support and the 
lower attrition rate of students from research careers, 
once they have made a career commitment signified by a 
doctorate. Individual support is consistent with the 
Administration's higher education policy of concentrating 
support on students; it costs less than institutional awards; 
and it maintains sreater Federal flexibility, since institu
tions do not become dependent on these funds directly for 
faculty salaries. 

Congress was, however, not deterred by the new fellowship 
program and enacted the "National Research Service Award , 
Act," vlhich was approved on July 12, 197 4. It authorized 
pre- and postdoctoral individual and institutional support 
for 1975 only and added a number of program reforms such 
as a·three-year limit on support and a service or payback 
requirement. The Act also limited the award of training 
grants or fellowships after July 1, 1975, to specialty 
fields designated as "in need of training" by the National 
Acaderey of Science according to a required study of the 
research manpower situation. 

Key Facts. The 1976 Budget proposes to limit support in 
1975 to postdoctoral fellowships, i.e., no more predoctoral 
training grants, and, in 1976, to limit the program to 1,100 
postdoctoral fellowships as a "national prize" program for 
the most meritorious applicants, as determined through · 
nation-wide competition. In 1975, Congress added $32 million 
in research training funds to the Administration's request. 
Although the Administration requested Congress to rescind 
these increases, Congress has declined to do so, thereby 
forcing the obligation of these funds. HEW was advised of 
the budget decision not to make new predoctoral training 
support and to limit institutional, as opposed to individual 
fellowship awards, but Secretary Weinberger will apparently 
appeal the predoctoral and institutional awards decisions. 

The National Research Service Award Act expires on June 30, 
1975. The National Academy of Science's study is behind 
schedule and it will probably merely endorse the old programs, 
by field, as being in need of training. The 1976 legislative 
program includes a proposal to modify the legislation in 
accord with the Administration's budget proposal for a 
national program of 1,100 postdoctoral awards . 
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Current Position. No new arguments have been advanced to 
rationalize the need or appropriateness of Federal research 
training support. In fact, recent data about the research 
scientist supply indicate that the supply of biomedical 
researchers is growing significantly, despite the decline 
in NIH support from $171 million in 1969 to $152 million in 
1974. While graduate enrollments in the sciences and 
engineering have declined in total from 1971 to 1973, 
graduate enrollment in the life sciences has increased and 
is projected to increase at a faster rate in 1974. The 
attached table shows some of the relevant indicators. 

At a review of Federal research and development programs 
for the 1976 budget, the Science Advisor acknowledged the 
budgetary pressures for research funding that are created 
by subsidizing the growth in the supply of scientists. H~ 
also considered it appropriate to reassess the need for 
further Federal research training subsidies in view of the 
apparently ample supply of researchers in the life and social 
sciences. 

In the near future, HEW will be presenting legislation to 
extend and modify expiring research training laws and pos
sibly a budgetary proposal to reallocate the increased 1975 
funds for institutional and predoctoral support. In view 
of the already severe budgetary pressures on the NIH and 
ADAMHA research budgets; and the promising picture of the 
supply of researchers, the effect of perpetuating such 
subsidies would be to increase the supply of researchers 
further and thereby make the future problem worse or to . 
supplant private expenditures by individual students with 
Federal subsidies. 

Attachment 
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Attachment 

Indicators of the Supply of Research Scientists 

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

-u.S. Medical School Graduates 8,059 8,367 8,974 9,551 10,391 11,580 

Ph.D's Granted in Sciences 

All Sciences 15,993 17,822 19,005 19,035 18,938 N/A 
Life Sciences 4,116 4,564 5,051 4,984 5,068 N/A 

~:umber cf Biomedical Scientists 58,800 62,300 66,800 75,661 79,800 N/A 

IV::edical School Faculty Salaries: 

Clinical Departments: 

Professor N/A N/A $33,500 $35,200 $36,900 $39,300 
Associate Professor 27,500 29,100 30,500 32,400 
Assistant Professor 23,100 24,900 26,000 26,800 
Average, all ranks 27,300 29,100 30,300 32,600 

Nonclinical Departments: 

Professor 23,600 24,400 25,700 28,100 • 
.Associate Professor 19,000 19,500 20,400 22,100 
.~.ssistant Professor 15,500 16,000 16,500 17,700 
.A.verage, all ranks 19,100 19,600 20,300. 23,300 

!~Approved NIH Research 

Grants ----
Funded (Percent) 68% 51% 50% 57% 37% 51% 

,,I Unfunded (Percent) 32% 49% 50% 43% 63% 49% 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 13, 1975 

Dianna, 

Re: HEW memo due at 10:00 this morning: 

Seidman says "Favor Option II" 

Bill Baroody says "okay". 

PWL 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 13, 1975 

MR. PRESIDENT: 

The attached memorandum has been staffed and generated 
the following comments: 

Baroody-- okay. 

Buchen (Lazarus) Support Option #3. 

Cannon -- Option 3. 

Marsh -- Option 3. 

Seidman -- Option 2. Flexibility is required. 

Greenspan -- See attached comments. 

Friedersdorf -- Concurs with memo. 

Don 



THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR JERRY J~~ 

FROM: Alan Greenspan~ 

March 13, 1975 

Subject: Response to OMB Memo "HEW Support for 
Training of Biomedical and Behavioral Researchers" 

Option 3 is probably the most prudent course. Option 2 
is inappropriate because it retains the principle that HEW 
should "manage" the medical training money by allocating it to 
institutions or fields of study that it considers important. 
I agree with the OMB position that "shortages" are difficult 
to identify and that in any event, subsidizing training for 
these purposes is not a useful remedy. I am also opposed to 
institutional training grants and much prefer direct aid to 
students. The more medical schools are forced to depend on 
tuition the more they are likely to meet the needs of students 
rather than of the doctors who run them. Although Option 1 
would be my preference, I agree with OMB that Congressional 
pressures make it unrealistic. 

I would like to see further study, including CEA, OMB, 
and other agencies along with HEW, of medical training and 
financing. 
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THE WHITE HG:USE 

ACTION MEMORANDUM WASHINGTON BOG NO.: 

Date: March l2, 1975 (:: 
Bill Baroody 
Phil Buchen 

Time: 8:00 p.m. 

FOR ACTION: J' C -~ 1m annonu· 
Jack Marsh 
Bill Seidman~ 
.ALan Greenspan ().,......
Max Friedersdorf rP 

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

DUE: Date: Thursday, March L3, 1975 

SUBJECT: 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

--- For Necessary Action 

-- Prepare Agenda and Brie£ 

X -- For Your Comments 

REMARKS: 

cc (for infdrmation): 

Time: LO:Ot:B. m. 

___X__ For Your Recommendations 

__ Draft Reply 

_ Draft Remarks 

We apologize for the short time return r~uested but 
as you will note the President's decision is needed by 
tomorrow in order for HEW to prepare testimony and 
draft legislation. Unfortunately, we received the 
memorandum at 8:00 p.m., March l2. 
Thank you. 

Oh~ L/.._~ r>vJ.-r }-rtrft.-<-d (j. :t ..t.-f 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

l£ you have any questions or if you anticipate a 
dday in submitting the required material, please 
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately . 
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THE \VHITE HOlTSE 

DcJs-: March 12, 1975 
Bill Baroody 
Phil Buchen 

J~ Cannon 
~ck Marsh 
Bill Seidm.an 
A 1an Greenspan 
Max Friedersdorf 

FnOI-1! 'L::IF. STll.FF SECRETARY 

lYlJE: De'~':; Thursday., March 13 1 1975 

~-:_""-r't-n·-;1'A ]5~rrp.,,rin nr.t~ }~.,·ir·.f - -

____ )( __ r'o;: Yo1.u C.::;::Tt:rnents 

8:00 p. rn. 

cc (for in£orrnoEon): 

-------·----··· 
Time: lO:Oili. rn. 

.... DretH I\-::rncu:ks 

We apologize for the short time return requested but 
as you will note the President's decision is needed by 
toTnorrow in order for HEW to prepare testin1ony and 
draft legislation. Unfortnnately2 we received thc"'J-v 
mernorandum at 8:00 p. Jn,, March 12. ~/ - ~ 
Thank you. Y 

-···---------
I£ yc·u }1.(:\-2 c· :::··~y ([~,::c~::;~-~u:1s o-: i£ .. fOll o.r,iicipct~(e c. 

f>:~J,:L7 ir1 ;~·:_..r~:·J::r~.:~-;-,~-,.'t'_;- ·:_~--L~ ::-et:"..li.:.:0d r~-:.ui.(~!ic~j, })le\:iSO 

• 

Jerry H. Jones 
Staff Secretary 



EXECUTIVE Of~FICE OF THE PHESIDENT 

OFF!Ct: OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

W.A.SHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

Uf1•R 1 •) 1°J75 uiM •J ~· 

MEMORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDE:NT 

SUBJECT: HEW Support for Training of Biomedical 
and Behavioral Researchers 

> ~ • .: i • 

DECISION 

In the att.ached memorandum (Attachment A) , Secretary 
Weinberger appeals your 1976 Budget decisions on Federal 
subsidies for training biomedical and behavioral 
researchers. The 1976 Budget called for: 

in 1975, no new p_~loct.oral support program.s 
and a limit on institutional training grants-
as opposed to individual fello-v.;ships--to 
"instances in which there is a need to create 
training environments that do not currently 
exist: 11

; and 

in lCJ7fi. s1mno-rt-. l·imit·pc1 i-o l,H)() jnnivinnr~l 

J2Cstdoc:_!:o_:r:-_c:~~- fellm·iships 1 and :no new predoc
tora:!:_ support or institutional training grants. 

HEW needs your decisions by Thursday, March 13, in order to 
draft legislation and prepare testimony for Senate hearings 
en Harch 17. 

Background. The appropriations authorization for HEW pro
grams that subsidi?.e the training of biomedical and beh'-'lv
ioral researchers expires June 30, 1975. This legislation 
was the response of Congress to the Administration's pro
posal in 197 4 to eliminate completely all Hmv support for 
training researchers. 

The 1974 budget decision was based on the still valid 
concerns of: 

the inequi t.y of providing su.bstant:.ial Federal 
subsidies ($200 million annually) for students 
in the life sciences, but not in other fields; 
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the apparent surplus of qualified researchers 
as shown by increasing numbers of "approved 
but unfunded" research proposals; 

the absence of specific programming objectives 
for training in relation to research needs; 
and 

the existence of general predoctoral student 
support programs in the Office of Education. 

2 

\tJhile other agencies have gotten out of the support for 
training researchers, HEW has not. Attachment B contains 
a more detailed staff paper on this issue. 

The 1976 Budget limit of 1,100 new fellowships was selected 
because it brings the number of trainees roughly in line 
with the nu:mber of new researchers supported annually on 
research grants. Individual fellowship support was chosen 
as consistent with the Administration's general higher edu
cation policy of concentrating support on students, with 
tuition to reflect institutional training costs. Moreover, 
postdoctoral support does not further increase the already 
excess supply of researchers. 'I'his approach also avoids 
institutions' becomina as directlv.deoendent on Federal 
funds fo:c facult.y salaries. 

Options: vJe see three options: 

-- Option 1: 1\eaffirm the 1976 Budget decision--no 
new predoctoral training support in 1975 and 1976, 1,100 
individual postdoctoral fellowships in 1976 and no institu
tional training grants. 

Option 2: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in prior years in both 1975 and 1976--HEW will determine 
levels of.predoctoral and postdoctoral support and the ex
tent to which institutional training grants are employed. 

-- Qr?tion _2: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in pr1or years in 1975 only. For 1976f limit Federal 
support to the 1,100 individual postdoctoral fellowships • 

• 



Considerations: We believe the following considerations 
bear upon your decision: 

for 1975, Congress has apparently rejected 
your $32 million rescission proposal v.rhich 
reflected no new predoctoral support and 
limiting institutional training grants,and 
the appropriations will have to be spent; 

Secretary Weinberger's memorandum indicates 
his desire to use predoctoral support and 
institutional training grants as "excellent 
mechanisms for having an influence over the 
flow of researchers into priority areas.'' 
The 1,10 0 postdoctoral a\vards limit 11 prevents 
me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner" and'' ... it is totally 
unrealistic to expect Congress to accept this 
restrictive approach"; 

in the past, HEW's "shortage specialties" 
have been practically the same as before the 
shortage concept was introduced. This re
flects lack of agreement on a meaningful con-
,.,c-.'t'""\+- A-f= lf_,... __ _,_ .. ..,~,...._, .. tl., ~--, 
._ ....... !.-'- _.._ -J . .a._..__"-. ._.:1..._...._, I t..A.J.L\.A.. 

the supply of Ph.D. life scientists is grm·;ing 
at an unprecedented rate. The Labor Department 
has tentatively forecast a surplus of Ph.D.'s 
in the life sciences for the 1976 - 1980 perio1 
ranging from 15% to 25%. 

Recommendation: \ve recommend that you approve Option 3, 
·largely reflec-ting: 

a desire td cooperate, in light of the re
jection by Congress of the Administration's 
rescission proposals affecting support of 
research training; 

the program merits, i.e., the considerations 
of equity and supply, underlying the 1976 
budget a1·e still valid; and 

submission of an Administration bill for 
1976 may force a discussion in Congress of 
the issue on the substantive program merits 
and equity considerations . 

• 
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Decision: 

I I Qp~ion 1: Reaffirm the training decisions 
announced in the 1976 Budget. 

I j Option 2: Allow HEW discretion in 19 7 5 and 
1976 within the final appropria
tion levels (HEW request). 

I I Option 3: Allow HEV\T discretion within the 
1975 appropriation level. In 
1976, reaffirm the training de
cision to limit support of 1,100 
postdoctoral fellmvships (OJV".J3 
recormnE:mdation) . 

Attachments 

• 

(} -.-r~ .!1 
:--- /t ttl--
ames T. Lynn 
irector 
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Attachment /1. 

THE Sf:CRETARY OF HE/'.LTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

WASH!NGTON,O.C.20201 

MAR 51975 

MENOR.A.NDlJN FOR THE PRESIDENT 

The Department of Health, Education and Helfare's biomedical and 
behavioral research training programs are authorized by The Natim1al 
Research Service Ai.·7ard Act. This Act, \vhich \·las enacted in July 1974, 
authorizes appropriations in only FY 1975 for pre- and post-doctoral 
fellm.;ships and institutional a;,.;rards. Consequently, t:he Department 
;,.;rill· be requesting an extension of the appropriation authorization for 
FY 1976 and beyond. Hr. Ash's legislative directive to the Department 
specified-that we seek amendments in this Act to support only post
doctoral research felloHs through national competition. This legislative 
directive Has consistent "ivith current FY 1975 budget policy to eliminate 
pre-doctoral fellm.;rships and to limit new institutional <'n-mrds, and Hith 
the FY 1976 bvdget proposal of making ne\v m·mrds only for 1100 post
doctoral fellows. 

Hhile I agree that \·7C should restrict. the Feden1l effort in research 
training, the OHB directive seriously damages the Department's ability 
to manage the programs efficiently and to assure the necessary nu.lnber 
of qualified biomedical and behavioral researchers. Over the last few 
yea~s, I have been restructuring the Department's research training 
support. The Department, particularly through the National Institutes 
of Health, has emphasized post-doctoral fellm.;ships ancl increasingly 
has targeted institutional a'\varcls and pre-doctoral fellm.;sh:i.ps in those 
research areas in short supply. 

This redirection vas in response to our pe·rception of changing researc.h 
roanpoHer needs. In the 1960's the rapid eroHth id research grants 
necessitated substantial and Hide-spread institutional research t-raining 
d(Nelopment awards. Hhile an insufficient total number of researchers 
is no longer the problem, \·le believE! some institutional a~;vards are 
still needed to develop research training capacity in neH and very 
pronns:t.ng research areas and in a-r-eas of chronic short supply of 
qualified researchers such as epidemiolc,gy, genetics and nutritional 
science. These are crucial areas for a comprehensive Federal research 
effort. Ho;,.;rever, as they are less attractive to young researchers-and 
training institutions, special Federal 1.nstitutional awards are Harranted. 
I~ike\·lise, ,.;re believe that pre-doctoral training .o;upport is an important 
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component of the total research training program. Since the Alcohol, 
Drug Abuse and Nental Health Administration supports pre-doctoral 
fellows for their thesis research, such support provides an excellent 
mechanism for having an influence over the flow of researchers into 
priority areas. 

Institutional awards and pre-doctoral felloHships should be directed 
oaly for those research areas for w·hich it can be shmm that additional 
training capacity is needed. Post-doctoral fellow·ships should not be 
so restricted. They should be awarded on merit through national com
petition with priority given to shortage areas. On this latter point 
'i-7e have no disagreement Hith the QI.fB guidance in any respect. 

Hhile 'ive hav_e no argument in general ·with OMB' s objective to restrict 
substantially pre-doctoral training and institutional awards, their 
request that "tve submit to Congress legislative amendments that would 
limit research training m.;rards only to post-doctoral fello\.;rships and 
the related budget decision to restrict ne\v awards in FY 1976 to post
doctoral felloHs prevents me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner. In addition, it is totally unrealistic to expect 
the Congress to accept this restrictive approach. Accordingly> I re
quest that you permit the Departrr.ent to submit amendments that allm.;r 
institutional awards and pre-doctoral fellowships limited to those 
~::i.::.::t.ifi:: ::!.~~.:::::: i.:"!. -:7:;2.':!": 0~i.~-t:":i..r.~ !"~?.;_~_:Ly-,~ r~!:'~~;.ry ;c; .~nh~t".!=lnt"i!l11~r 

inadequate and in 'ivhich \ve cannot expect rapid improvement without 
Federal support. 

Both the legislative and appropriations co:nmittee in Congress have in
dicated continuously their intent to maintain such funding. If ·we do 
not present a realistic position, \ve are unlikely to make progress 
to,.;rarcl ag·.reed objectives. The Senate Subcommittee on Health has invit.ed 
us to testify on Narch 11 as to our position on the extension of this 
legislation. I believe my approach represents a method of constraining 
the Federal role and Federal training expenditures. 

Finally, I request that as a result of this legislative decision the 
Department be permitted to allocate the FY 1976 budget betHeen the various 
research training programs in order to assure the most efficient use of 
Federal dollars. I emphasize that no additional funds are being requested . 

• 



P..i:tachmr,nt B 

Departm~nt of Health, Education, and Welfare 

Subject: Biomedical and Behavioral Research Training · 

Backgro\m~-· In the 1974 Bud<Jet, the l>dministration pro·
posed to phase out Federal support for the training of 
biomedical an~ behavioral researchers by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Alcohol, Drug J1.buse, 
and l\1en·tal Hec..l th Administration (ADl'.J'iHA). 'I'his decision 
was based on several consideiations, includinq: 

the inequity of providing Federal subsidies 
for students in the biomedical or behavioral 
sciences while sraduate students in other 
fields do not benefit from special Federal 
support; 

the lack of programming object.ives for training, 
e.g., need or "shortages" in relation to research 
plans; 

the inappropriateness of federally subsidizing 
medical clinical specialty training which 
increases personal incooe potential of physician 
SDecialisi:s, when i::J1e Federal }:>J~ior:i t.y :is on nri
mary care; 

the apparently adequate supply of research 
scientists as shown by the continuing surplus 
of "approved, but unfunded" research proposals; 
and 

the existence of general graduate student support 
programs in the Office of Education. 

Training programs ·were begun in 194?, but expanded sharply in 
the 1960s. Because of their large institutional support com
ponents, they are considered vital by most research institu
tions and medical schools. Si_nce 19 6 7, NIH and J\DA!'-1HA 
research training support has averaged about $200 million 
annually. Support is made to the pre- and post-Ph.D and M.D. 
levels in all fields--life sciences, physical sciences, 
social sciences and the arts and the humanities. Generally, 
it is concentrated in life sciences disciplines and takes 
the form of institutional grants or individuo.l fellov1ship::;. 

Congress responded to the Administration proposal by 
introducing specific mandatory authorizing Jegislation 
for the research training progra6s. Ostensibly, in an 
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attempt t.o "head off" the legislation, HE\\' initiated a new 
more limited program of postdoctoral individual fellowships 
in dEf·;igna led "short.age" special t~ies. 'Ihe selection of 
individual postdoctoral support was based on the existence 
of other sources of predoctorc:ll t.>tudent support and the 
lower attrition rate of students from research careers, 
once they have made a ca:ceer commitment signified by a 
doctorate. Individual support is consistent with the 
Administration's higher education policy of concentrating 
support on stud~nts; it costs less than institutional awards; 
and it maintains sreater Federal flexibility, since institu
tions do not become dependent on these funds directly for 
faculty salaries. 

Congress was, however, not deterred by.the new fellowship 
program and enacted the "National Hesearch Service A\>c"ard 
Act.," \·;hich was approved on July 12 r 1974. It authorized 
pre- and postdoctoru.l individual and institutional s.upport 
for 1975 only and added a nur.1ber of prosram reforms such 
as a·three-year limit on support and a service or payback 
requirement. 'rhe l\ct also limited the a\·.·ard of txaining 
grants or fellowships after July 1, 1975, to specialty 
fields c":esignated c-:s "in need of t.:r:c-1ining'' by the National 
Acaderey of Science according to a required study of the 
research manpower situation. 

Key Facts. The 1976 Budget proposes to limit support in 
T9 7 5 to-postdoctoral fellowships, i.e. , no more predoctoral 
training gr~nts, and, in 1976, to limit the program to 1,100 
postdoctoral fellm·rships as a unational prize'' program for 
the most meritorious applicants, as determined through -
nation-wide competition. In 1975, Congress added $32 million 
in research training funds to the Administration's request. 
Although the Administration requested Congress to rescind 
these increc:-cses, Congress has declined to do so, thereby 
forcing the obligation of these funds. liEW was advised of 
the budqet decision not to make new predoctoral training 
support· and to limit insti tutior:2.l, as opposed to individual 
fellowship awards, but Secretary Weinberger will apparently 
appeal the predoctoral and institutional awards decisions. 

The Nat.ional Research Service !:..ward Act expires on l.Tune 30, 
1975. ·The National Academy of Science's study is behind 
schedule and it will probably merely endorse the old programs, 
by field, as being in need of training. The 1976 legislative 
program includes a proposal to modify the legislation in 
accord with the Administration's budget proposal for a 
national program of 1,100 postdoc~oral awards . 
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Current Positi.on. No new arguments have been advanced to 
rat:COi1aj~{z-e the--need or appropriateness of Feclcral research 
training support. In fact, recent data about the research 
scientist supply indicate that the supply of biomedical 
researchers is growing significantly, despite the decline 
in NIII support fro;:n $171 million in 1969 to $152 million in 
1974. While graduate enrollments in the sciences and 
engineering have declined in total from 1971 to 1973, 
qraduate enrollment in the life sciences has increased and 
Is ~rojectcd to increase at a faster rate in 1974. The 
attached table shows some of the relevant indicators. 

At a review of Federal research and development programs 
for the 1976 budget:, the Science Advi ~~or ackno\.7 le:;dged the 
budgetary pressures for research funding that arc created 
by subsidizing the growth in the supply of scientists. H~ 
also considered it appropriate to reassess the need for 
further Federal research training subsidies in view of the 
apparently ample supply of researchers in the life and social 
sciences. 

In the near future, HEW will be presenting legislation to 
extend and modify expiring research training laws and pos
sibly a budgetary proposal to reallocate the incrcased~l975 
f "DO,'" .l..COr .; r· ~tJ' tu'·l· ,-,.11"'] anr: l")'-"·G~oc·'[:..()"·"-1-.i· C't"·'"lt"·()rr' Tn v·i Pv.7 U ..L .U -- -'- 1 ...... _ 1..---·'-' .. CI... \..A. _.__ .l.'-.:...- ~ J.C - .... -. -·.:.: ..... ·' _ ., 

of ·the already severe budgetary press"L.1res on ~:he NIH cu:d 
ADli.NIIA research budgets; and the promi;:.;ing picture of the 
supply of researchers, the effect of perpetuating such 
subsidies would be to increase the supply of researchers 
further and thereby make the future problem worse or to . 
supplant private expenditures by individual students with 
Federal subsidies. 

Attachmen-t:-_ 
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Indicators of the Supply of Research Scientists 

U.S. Medical School Graduates 

Ph.D's Granted in Sciences 

.i;ll Sciences 
Life Scier~ces 

~,:-urrbr:;r of Biornedical Scientists 

~edical School Faculty Salaries: 

Clinical Departments: 

Professor 
Associate Professor 
Ass~stant Professor 
f-_or..rcrc.i.se, all ra:clJ~s 

Nonclinical Dspartrnents: 

P!:'ofessor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Prof~ssor 
Average, all ranks 

~Je~_}\ppr_ovcd NIH Research 

,i: 

Funded (Percent) 
Unfunded (Percent) 

1969 

8,059 

15,993 
II "'l., c 
·~ 1 ..i.lO 

58,8:30 

1970 

8,367 

17,822 
4,564 

62,300 

1971 

8,974 

19,005 
5,051 

66,800 

N/A $33,500 
27,500 
23,100 
27,300 

51% 
49% 

23,600 
19,000 
15,500 
19,100 

50% 
50% 

1972 

9,551 

19,035 
4,984 

75,661 

$35,200 
29,100 
24,900 
29,100 

24,400 
19,500 
16,000 
19,600 

57% 
43% 

Attachment 

1973 

10,391 

18,938 
5,068 

79,800 

$36,900 
30,500 
26,000 
30,300 

25,700 
20,400 
16,500 
20,300. 

37% 
63% 

1974 

11,580 

N/A 
N/J:.. 

$39,300 
32,400 
26,800 
32,600 

28,100 
22,100 
17,700 
23,300 

51% 
49% 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 13, 1975 

JERRY JONES 

MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF~ ,~, 
HEW Support for Training of 
Biomedical and Behavioral Researchers 

The Office of Legislative Affairs concurs with subject memo. 
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THE \VHITE HOL.iSE 

WASiri:.;GTO:.; LOG NO.: 

March 1.2, 1975 8:00 p.m. 

FOR ACTION: 

Bill Baroody 
Phil Buchen 
Jim Cannon 

cc (for info:r.rnation): 

J;:tck Marsh 
Bill Seidman 
AJ..E!n Greens pan 
~ax Friedersdorf 

FROiv! THE STAFF SECRET'AHY. 

----------------------------·--------------------

---------------·--------
SUBJECT: 

ACTION r:::.:QUESTED: 

._X .. For ·Yor:.r ncconunenc.1o.Uons 

P1·0r,r1·rp. P.rr~r'lr1ri n-nN R..,-1~t - -

X For Your Con•roents 

We apologize for the short time return requested but 
as you will. note the President's decision is needed by 
ton1orrow in order for HEW to prepare testim.ony and 
dr-aft legislation. Unfortunately_, we received the 
mem.orandur.a at 8:00 p. rr1., March 12. 

Thank you. 

--"-·-----·----------·-----·-·---.. ---·-----·----
l£ yo~: }~"o.vr.; ox:y Cjt_.:J.):S-:lo:-Ls cr if yo-u a~nti(::iy;~T(e a 
(~(_)~\."":~/ irt s:1br:n~::·~iit:J Lh.3 rGq:.li!0d rn(J.i.eri(J~J pl\:~CS3 

:cl.(-:)tt.~>:.:~r· -;;~,:2 ;?~1oL~ f),c~c;:clc.t.ry in.lri.l.ediat-8;y . 

• 

Jerry H. Jones 
Staff Secretary 
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EXECUTIVE OFFlCE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

l,-' " ' . .,; : .... -

,i .. 

DECISION 

ME!vlOP.J~NDUM FOR THE PRES I DENT 

SUBJECT: HEW Support for Training of Biomedical 
and Behavioral Researchers 

In the attached memorandum (Attachment A) 1 Secretary 
Weinberger appeals your 1976 Budget decisions on Federal 
subsidies for training biomedical and behavioral 
researchers. The 1976 Budget called for: 

in 1975, no new predoctoral support programs 
and a limit on inst:itutional training grants-
as opposed to individual fellowships--to 
"instances in which there is a need to create 
training environments that do not currently 
exist"i and 

in lq7fi. S11!:)90rt lirnitPrl t-o 1~100 inrlivirl11;:jl 
postdoctoral fel1crv:ships 1 and no new Er~doc
toral support or institutional training grants. 

HEW needs your decisions by Thursday, March 13 1 in order to 
draft legislation and prepare testimony for Senate hearings 
on !-1arch 17 . 

Backqround. The appropriations authorization for HEW pro
grams-that subsidize the training of biomedical and behav
ioral researchers expires June 30, 1975. This legislation 
was the response of Congress to the Administration's pro
posal in 1974 t:o eliminate completely all HEW support for 
training researchers. 

The 1974 budget decision was based on the still valid 
concerns of: 

the inequity of providing substantial Federal 
subsidies ($200 million annually) for students 
in the life sciences, but not in other fields; 

• 
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the apparent surplus of qualified researchers 
as shovm by increasing numbers of "approved 
but unfunded 11 research proposals; 

the absence of specific prograrruning objectives 
for training in relation to research needs~ 
and 

the existence of general predoctoral student 
support programs in the Office of Education. 

2 

vfu.ile other agencies have gotten out of the support for 
tra:inillg re~~earchers, HEH has not. Attachment B contains 
a more detailed staff paper on this issue. 

The 1976 Budget limit of 1,100 new fellowships was selected 
beca.use it brings the nurn.ber of trainees roughly in line 
with the nurr.ber of new researchers supported annually on 
research grants. Individual fellowship support was chosen 
as consistent with the Administra.tion • s general higher· edu
cation policy of concentrating support on students, with 
tuition to reflect institutional training costs. Moreover, 
postdoctoral support does not further increase the already 
excess supply of researchers. This approach also avoids 
institutions' becominq as directly.dePendent on Federal 
funds for faculty salaries . 

.Q£tions: \.Ve see three options: 

-- 2£!:ion 1: Eeaffirm the 1976 Budget decision---no 
new predoctoral training support in 1975 and 1976, 1,100 
individual postdoctoral fellow-ships in 1976 and no institu
tional training grants. 

Qp~~on 2: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in pr1or years in both 1975 and 1976--HEW will determine 
levels of predoctoral and postdoctoral support and the ex
tent to which institutional training· grants are employed. 

-- g~~ion 3: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in pr1or years in 1975 only. For 1976, limit Federal 
support to the 1,100 individual postdoctoral fellowships . 

• 



Considerations: We believe the follm·ling considerations 
bear upon your decision: 

for 1975, Congress has apparently rejected 
your $32 million rescission proposal which 
reflected no new predoctoral support and 
limiting institutional training grants,and 
the appropriations will have to be spent; 

Secretary \'!einberger' s memorandum indica>ces 
his desire to use predoctoral support and 
institutional training grants as "excellent 
mechanisms for having an influence over the 
flow of resr~archers into priority areas." 
The 1,100 postdoctoral awards limit "prevent.s 
me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner" and " .•. it is totally 
unrealistic to expect Congress to accept this 
restrictive approach"' 

in the past, HEW's "shortage specialties" 
have been practically the same as before the 
shortage concept was introduced. This re
flects lack of agreement on a meaningful con-
~a~~ n~ ~~~~"-~~~~-"· --~ 
.... "'-~l.~- --.. .......... -- -~'::1-._.. I ......r...&..L~ 

the supply of Ph.D. life scientists is growing 
at an unprecedented rate. 'fhe Labor Department 
has tentatively forecast a surplus of Ph.D.'s 
in the life sciences for the 1976 - 1980 period 
ranging from 15% to 25%. 

Recommendation: tve recommend that you approve Option 3, 
largely reflecting: 

a desire tb cooperate, in light of the re
jection by Congress of the Administration's 
rescission proposals affecting support of 
research training; 

the program merits, i.e., the considerations 
of equity and supply, underlying the 1976 
budget are still valid; and 

submission of an Jl,dministration bill for 
1976 may force a discussion in Congress of 
the issue on the substantive program merits 
and equity considerations . 

• 
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Decision: 

I I .QE_tion 1: Reaffirm the training decisions 
announced in the 1976 Budget. 

~-----y OJ2tion 2: Allow HEW discretion in 19 7 5 and 
1976 within the final appropria
tion levels (EEW request) • 

I / QE_~ion 3: Allow HEW discretion v7ithin the 
1975 appropriation level. In 
1976, reaffirm the training de
cision to limit support of lrlOO 
postdoctoral fellowships (0]\1B 
recommendation) • 

Attachments 

• 

(} --;o /'l a--- (ft 11---
l .. j·J~mes T. Lynn ? 
lt Dlrector 
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Attachment A 

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFAHE 

WASHINGTON. D. C-20201 

51975 

HENORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT 

The Department of Health, Education and Helfare's biomedical and 
behavioral resc•arch training programs are authorized by The National 
Research Service A-.;.Jard Act. This Act, \vhich ·was enacted in ,Tuly 1974, 
authorizes appropriations in only FY 1975 for pre- and post-doctoral 
fello\vships and institutional a\vards. Consequently, the Department 
\Vill be requesting an extension of the appropriation authorization for 
FY 1976 and beyond. Nr. Ash's legislative directive to the Department 
specified- that \-7C. seek a~nendments in this Act to support only post
doctoral -research fellm·ls through national competition. This legislative 
directive ·was consistent \vith current FY 1975 budget policy to eliminate 
pre-doctoral fello·wships and to limit ne-.;v- institutional a':.;ards, and Hith 
the FY 1976 budget proposal of making new atvards only for 1100 post
doctoral fellows. 

While I agree that w·e should restrict the Federal effort in reseax~h 
trai:ting, the Ol'ffi directive seriously damages the Department's ability 
to manage the programs efficiently and to assure the necessary nun1ber 
of qualified bidmedical and behavioral researchers. Over the last fe-..-1 
years, I have been restructuring the Department's research training 
support. The Department, particularly through the National Institutes 
of Health, has emphasized post-doctoral fello\vships and increasingly 
has targeted institutional aHards and pre-doctoral fellmvships in those 
research areas in short supply. 

This redirection \.;as in response to our per:ception of changing research 
manpoHer needs. In the 1960's the rapid grm.;rth in research grants 
necessitated substantial and \vide-spread institutional research training 
development mvards. l·fuile an insuffic:ient total number of researchers 
is no longer the problem, He believe some institutional a\v-ards are 
still needed to develop research training capacity in neH and very 
promlSlng research areas and in areas of chronic short supply of 
qualified researchers such as epider:1iology, genetics and nutritional 
science. These c:.re crucial areas Eor a comprehensive }'ederc·.l r2search 
effort. Hmvevcr, as they are less attractive to young researchers .and 
training institutions, special Federal institutional a1:-1ards are Harranted. 
!.ikc-;-7ise, He believe that pre-doctoral training support is an important 
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component of the total research training program. Since the Alcohol~ 
Drug Abuse and Hental Health Administration supports pre-doctoral 
fellmvs for their thesis research, such support pur,rides an excellent 
mechanism for having an influence over the flow of researchers into 
priority areas. 

Institutional a\vards and pre-doctoral fclloHships shoulcl be directed 
only for those research areas for \vhich it can be sht:JHn that additional 
training capacity is needed. Post-doctoral fellm·rsiwips should r>ot be 
so restricted. They should be awarded on merit thro:mgh national com
petition \·lith priority given to shortage areas. On tthis latter point 
\·7e have no disagreement Hith the OMB guidance in any respect. 

Hhile \\Te have no argument in general ·with Q}ffi 1 s objective to restrict 
substantially pre-doctoral training and institution:;illl awards, their 
request that we submit to Con8ress legislative am2cdme.nts that would 
limit research training mvards only to post-doctoral fellowships and 
the related hudget decision to restrict ne-:;\1 awards in FY 1976 to post
doctoral fellow·s prevents me from managing our trai:~ing efforts in the 
most efficient rnanner. In addition, it is totally nnrealistic to expect 
the Congress to accept this restrictive approach. J,_c.cordingly ~ I re
quest that you permit the Depar.t!'lent to submit a.meni'ments that allmv 
institutional a\vards and pre-doctoral fello\vships l:hmited to those 
::;~i::.u.t.:!_fi~ .::::.::-~::s !.:-: ~:l;~ch -9Yi.~ti:'~2 !";.?i~_:r'!'l.~ r:-.:l~,~~ity ··l_c; c:1~hc:;r~nf-;~ 11y 

inadequate and in \·Jhich He cannot expect rapid impr<Jvement without 
Federal support. 

Both the legislative and appropriations co::n_,."fiittee iF. Congress ha.ve in
dicated continuously their intent t:o maintain such .if'unding. If we do 
not present a realistic position, v7e are unlikely t'W make progres~J 
tmvard agreed objectives. The Senate Subcom.111ittee mn Health has invited 
us to testify on Narch 11 as to our position on the extension of this 
legislation. I believe my approach represents a metthod of constraining 
the Federal role and Federal training expenditures~ 

Finally, I request that as a result of 1:his legislaitive decision the 
Department be permitted to allocate the :FY 1976 buC.;I;et bet~;veen the various 
research training programs in order to assure the m:>st efficient use of 
Federal dollars. I emphasize that no additional f1Ln:ds are being :requested . 
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Attachmt->nt. B 

Department of 1Icalt11 1 l:;ducation, and l·~elfarc 

St1bject._: Biomedical and Behavioral nesearch Training · 

Background. In the 1974 Budget, the Admin3stration pro
posed to-pha.se out Fecicral support for the tr~d.ning of 
biomedical and behavioral researchers by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, 
and gental Health Adruinis tra.tion (l\DAI·1HA) . This decision 
was based on several consideiations, including: 

the inequity of providing Federal subsidies 
for students in the biomedical or behavioral 
sciences while graduate students in other 
fields do not benefit from special Federal 
support; 

the lack of prograrnming objectives for t.raining, 
e.g., need or "shortages" in relation to research 
plans; 

the inappJ:-opria·teness of federally foubsidizing 
medical clinical specialty training which 
increases personal income potential of physician 
specialists. when t:he Feder: a] pd or:i tv is on prj-

· mu:ry (~are; 

the apparently adequate supply of research 
scientists as shown by the continuing surplus 
of 11 appro.ved, but unfunded" research proposals i 
and 

the existence of general graduate student support 
programs in the Office of Education. 

Training programs ·were begun in 1941, but expanded sharply in 
the 1960s. Because of their large institutional support com-· 
poncnts, they are considered vi tal by n:ost research insti tu
tions and medical schools. Since 1967, NIH and ADAmJA 
research training support has averaged about $200 million 
annually. Support is made to the pre- and post-Ph.D and M.D. 
levels in all fields--life sciences, physical sciences, 
social sciences and the arts and the humanities. Generally, 
it is concentrated in life sciences disciplines and takes 
the for.rn of insti tut.ional grants or individual fellov1ships. 

Congress responded to the Administration proposal by 
introducing specific mandatory authorizing Jegislation 
for the research t_raining- program's. Ostensibly, in an 
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at.ternpt to "heu.d off" the legislation, HE\v initiated a new 
more limited program of postdoctoral individual fellowships 
in dcf;ig1w ted 11 shortasc" special ties. 'I'he selection of 
individual postdoctoral support was based on the exi:=!t_ence 
of other sources of predoctoral student support and the 
lm·:er at.tri tion rc.te of students from research careers, 
once they have made a career con©itment signified by a 
doctorate. Individual support is consistent with the 
Administration's higher education policy of concentrating 
support on students; it costs less than institutional awards; 
and it maintains greater Federal flexibility, since institu
tions do not become dependent on these funds directly fer 
faculty salaries. 

Congress was, however, not deterred by the new fellowship 
progrClm i:i.nd enacted the "Nationnl H.esearch Service Awa.rd , 
Act., 11 v:hich \vas approved on LTuly 1/., 19 7 4. It authorized 
pre- and postdoctoral individual and institutional support 
for 1975 only and added 2 number of program reforms such 
as a three-year limit on support and a service or payback 
requirement. The Act also limited the ~ward of training 
grants or fellowships after July 1, 1975, to specialty 
fields de:si<jT•c:tted as "in need of traininq 11 by t:hc~ N<:d.:iouc:-tl 
Acaderey of Science according to a required study of the 
research @anpowcr situation. 

Key Facts. The 1976 Budget proposes to limit support in 
197 5 topostdoctoral fellov;ships, i.e., no more predoctoral 
training grants, and, in 1976, to limit the program to 1,100 
po~-:>tdoctoral fellov.r.ships as a "na tiona.l prize" program for 
the most meritorious applicants, as determined through · 
nation-wide competition. In 19]5, Congress added $32 million 
in research training funds to the Administration's request. 
Although the Administration requested Congress to rescind 
these increases, Congress has declined to do so, thereby 
forcing the obligation of the~;e funds. H:c\·J \·Jas. advised of 
the budget decision not to make new predoctoral training 
support and to limit institutional, as opposed to individu&l 
fellowship awards, but Secretary Weinberger will apparently 
appeal the predoctoral and institutional awards decisions. 

The National Research Service Award Act expires on June 30, 
19 7 5. · The National Acaderr,y of Science's study is behind 
schedule and it will probably rnGrely endorse the old proqrams, 
by field, as being in need of training. The 1976 legislative 
program includes a proposal to modify the legislation in 
accord with the Administration's budget proposal for a 
national program of 1,100 postdoc~oral awards . 
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Current Position. No new arguments have been advanced to 
ra t:lor1all ze.-tJ)e--nc:cd or appropr iu tcness of Federal research 
trainin<J su.pport. In fact, recen·t datCI about the research 
scientist suppJy indj_ca~e that the supply of biomedical 
researchers is growing significantly, despite the decline 
in I:-1IH sttpport from ~:171 million in 1969 to $152 million in 
1974. While graduate enrollments in the sciences and 
engineering have declined in total from 1971 to 1973, 
graduate em:-ollment in the life sciences has increa.sed and 
is projected to increase at a faster rate in 1974. The 
attacl1ed table shows some of the relevant indicators. 

At a review of Federal researcl1 and development programs 
for the 19 7 6 bucJget, the £;ci ence Advisor acknuv;lecJged the 
budgetary pressures for research funding that are created 
by subsidizing the growth in the supply of scientists. H~ 
also considered it appropriat.e to rE~<;ssess the need for 
further Federal research training subsidies in view of the 
apparently ample supply of researchers in the life and social 
sciences. 

In the near future, HEW will be presenting legislation to 
extend and rnoclify expirin~r n=::se<D::-ch training 1a\·Js and pos
sibly a budgetary proposal to reallocate the increased 1975 
funds for inst:LtuL:ional and prccloc-i:o:cnl Sl'f'llnrt. "(n vi P\>7 

of the already severe budgetary pressures on the NIH and 
ADloHIIA research budgets; and the promising picture of t.hE: 
supply of researchers, the effect of perpetuoting such 
subsidies would be to increase the supply of researchers 
further and thereby make the future problem worse or to . 
supplant private expenditures by individual students with 
Federal subsidies. 

Att.achment 
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Indica tors of the Supply_ of :Research Scien·tists 

~.s. Medical School Graduates 

Pt.D's Granted in Sciences 

All Sciences 
~Life Scier~c2s 

::·.u::r.bc:::r cf Biomedical Scientists 

~eCical School Faculty Salaries: 

Clinical Departments: 

P:cofessor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Ave~age, all ranks 

Nonclinical Departments: 

Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Prof~ssor 
Average, all ranks 

New Approved NIH Research 

Gra:::: t!:': 

:?ur:ded (Percent) 
Unfunded (Percent) 

1969 

8,059 

15,993 
4,116 

58,8:)0 

~~_IZ\ 

O
r (;.o. 

'; ·u 
-;)');). 
.,J .... 0. 

1970 

8,367 

17,822 
4,564 

62,300 

N/A 

51% 
49% 

1971 

8,974 

19,005 
5,051 

66,800 

$33,500 
27,500 
23,100 
27,300 

23,600 
19,000 
15,500 
19,100 

50% 
50% 

1972 

9,551 

19,035 
4,984 

75,661 

$35,200 
29,100 
24,900 
29,100 

24,400 
19,500 
16,000 
19,600 

57% 
43% 

littachment 

1973 

10,391 

18,938 
5,068 

79,800 

$36,900 
30,500 
26,000 
30,300 

25,700 
20,400 
16,500 
20,300. 

37% 
63% 

1974 

11,580 

~1/?l .o.\ ~. 

N/l'. 

$39,300 
32,400 
26,800 
32,600 

28,100 
22,100 
17,700 
23,300 

51% 
49% 



::::. '-' - j\J;;. :r c h l ?. ) 19 7 s 
Bill Baroody 
Phil Buchen 

I:--o:-2. i-•<:::TIC:~·J: ~ Cannon 

Jack :tvlarsh 
Bill Seidman 

\', .~ ._. ·.1 ~ ·', · ;·u ··~ 

Alan Greenspan 
lvfax Friedersdorf 

.E'l(G·l\!. :ri-IE S:~,i~l~F' S:SCrti:~"ri\I~Y 

8:00 p, m, 

}~ ·-··r~ -..,r_ ,,_ (' -n-"1n •- T) r- •-· ~ ~ 

RiCllll,'{](: ,· • ~ uk .,om •.•• n.. - -~ '"''Of~-( fi: ~ r__ 

We apologize ior the short time re urn r uested b:~ ' uf. 
as you .._,-,·ill note the President:s decisio11 is edcd W 7: 
tomorrow in order for HEvVto prepare testimo. -and 
draft legislation. Unfortunately, we received the 
memorandum_ at 8:00p.m., :March 12. 

Thank you. 

• 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

MAR 1 2 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: HEW Support for Training of Biomedical 
and Behavioral Researchers 

DECISION 

In the attached memorandum {Attachment A), Secretary 
Weinberger appeals your 1976 Budget decisions on Federal 
subsidies for training biomedical and behavioral 
researchers. The 1976 Budget called for: 

in 1975, no new predoctoral support programs 
and a limit on institutional training grants-
as opposed to individual fellowships--to 
"instances in which there is a need to create 
training environments that do not currently 
exist"; and 

in 1976, support limited 'to 1,100 individual 
postdoctoral fellowships, and no new predoc
toral support or institutional training grants. 

HEW needs your decisions by Thursday, March 13, in order to 
draft legislation and prepare testimony for Senate hearings 
on March 17. 

Background. The appropriations authorization for HEW pro
grams that subsidize the training of biomedical and behav
ioral researchers expires June 30, 1975. This legislation 
was the response of Congress to the Administration's pro
posal in 1974 to eliminate completely all HEW support for 
training researchers. 

The 1974 budget decision was based on the still valid 
concerns of: 

the inequity of providing substantial Federal 
subsidies ($200 million annually) for students 
in the life sciences, but not in other fields; 

• 
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the apparent surplus of qualified researchers 
as shown by increasing numbers of "approved 
but unfunded" research proposals; 

the absence of specific programming objectives 
for training in relation to research needs; 
and 

the existence of general predoctoral student 
support programs in the Office of Education. 

2 

While other agencies have gotten out of the support for 
training researchers, HEW has not. Attachment B contains 
a more detailed staff paper on this issue. 

The 1976 Budget limit of 1,100 new fellowships was selected 
because it brings the number of trainees roughly in line 
with the number of new researchers supported annually on 
research grants. Individual fellowship support was chosen 
as consistent with the Administration's general higher edu
cation policy of concentrating support on students, with 
tuition to reflect institutional training costs. Moreover, 
postdoctoral support does not further increase the already 
excess supply of researchers. This approach also avoids 
institutions' becoming as directly dependent on Federal 
funds for faculty salaries. 

Qptions: We see three options: 

-- Option 1: Reaffirm the 1976 Budget decision--no 
new predoctoral training support in 1975 and 1976, 1,100 
individual postdoctoral fellowships in 1976 and no institu
tional training grants. 

-- Option 2: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in prior years in both 1975 and 1976--HEW will determine 
levels of predoctoral and postdoctoral support and the ex
tent to which institutional training grants are employed • 

. -- OJ;>tion 3: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as 1n pr1or years in 1975 only. For 1976, limit Federal 
support to the 1,100 individual postdoctoral fellowships • 

• 
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Considerations: We believe the following considerations 
bear upon your decision: 

for 1975, Congress has apparently rejected 
your $32 million rescission proposal which 
reflected no new predoctoral support and 
limiting institutional training grants,and 
the appropriations will have to be spent; 

Secretary Weinberger's memorandum indicates 
his desire to use predoctoral support and 
institutional training grants as "excellent 
mechanisms for having an influence over the 
flow of researchers into priority areas." 
The 1,100 postdoctoral awards limit "prevents 
me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner" and " ••. it is totally 
unrealistic to expect Congress to accept this 
restrictive approach 11

; 

in the past, HEW's "shortage specialties" 
have been practically the same as before the 
shortage concept was introduced. This re
flects lack of agreement on a meaningful con
cept of "shortages"; and 

the supply of Ph.D. life scientists is growing 
at an unprecedented rate. The Labor Department 
has tentatively forecast a surplus of Ph.D.'s 
in the life sciences for the 1976 - 1980 period 
ranging from 15% to 25%. 

Recommendation: We recommend that you approve Option 3, 
largely reflecting: 

a desire to cooperate, in light of the re
jection by Congress of the Administration's 
rescission proposals affecting support of · 
research training; 

the program merits, i.e., the considerations 
of equity and supply, underlying the 1976 
budget are still valid; and 

submission of an Administration bill for 
1976 may force a discussion in Congress of 
the issue on the substantive program merits 
and equity considerations • 

• 
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Decision: 

I I Option 1: Reaffirm the training decisions 
announced in the 1976 Budget. 

I I Option 2: Allow HEW discretion in 1975 and 

Attachments 

1976 within the final appropria
tion levels (HEW request). 

3: Allow HEW discretion within the 
~..;;..;.;.=......;;;.. 

1975 appropriation level. In 
1976, reaffirm the training de
cision to limit support of 1,100 
postdoctoral fellowships (OMB 
recommendation) • 

Lynn 

• 
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Attachment A 

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON,D.C.20201 

MAR 51975 

MEHORA!IDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT 

The Department of Health~ Education and Welfare's biomedical and 
behavioral research training programs are authorized by The National 
Research Service Award Act. This Act, which was enacted in July 1974, 
authorizes appropriations in only FY 1975 for pre- and post-doctoral 

_ fello>..rships and institutional awards. Consequently, the Department 
will be requesting an extension of the appropriation authorization for 
FY 1976 and beyond. "Hr. Ash's legislative directive to the Department 
speci_fied ·that we seek amendments in this Act to support only post
doctoral 'research fello't-ts through national competition. This legislative 
directive was consistent with current FY 1975 budget policy to eliminate 
pre-doctoral fello>vships and to limit ne>v institutional a••ards, and lvith 
the FY 1976 budget proposal of making·new awards only forllOO post
doctoral fellows. 

While I agree that we should restrict the Federal effort in research 
training, the OMB directive seriously damages the Department's ability 
to manage the programs efficiently and to assure the necessary number 
of qualifi'ed biomedical and behavioral researchers. Over the last few 
years, I have been restructuring the Department's research training 
support. The Department, particularly through the National Institutes 
of Health, has emphasized post-doctoral fellowships and increasingly 
has targeted institutional awards and pre-doctoral fellowships in those 
research areas in short supply. 

This redirection was in response to our perception of changing research 
manpo>ver needs. In the 1960's the rapid grot~th in research grants 
necessitated substantial and wide-spread institutional research training 
development atoTards. lfuile an insufficient total number of researchers 
is no longer the problem, we believe some institutional awards are 
still needed to develop research training capacity in nel.J and very 
promising research areas and in areas of chronic short supply of 
qualified researchers such as epidemiology, genetics and nutritional 
~cicnce. These are crucial areas for a comprehensive Federal research 
effort. HmJever, as they are less attractive to young researchers .and 
training institutions, special Federal institutional awards are tJarranted. 
Liketdse, tJe believe that pre-doctoral training support is an important 
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component of the total research training program. Since the Alcohol» 
Drug Abuse and ~~ntal Health Administration supports pre-doctoral 
fellows for their thesis research~ such support provides an excellent 
mechanism for having an influence over the flow of researchers into 
priority areas. 

Institutional awards and pre-doctoral fellowships should be directed 
only for those research areas for which it can be shm~n that additional 
training capacity is needed. Post-doctoral fellowships should not be 
so restricted. They should be awarded on merit through national com
petition with priority given to shortage areas. On this latter point 
we have no disagreement with the OMB guidance in any respect. 

lfuile we have no argument in general vTith OMB' s objective to restrict 
substantially pre-doctoral training and institutional awards, their 
request that we submit to Congress legislative amendments that would 
limit research training awards only to post-doctoral fello·wships and 
the related budget decision to restrict new awards in FY 1976 to post
doctoral fellows prevents me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner. In addition» it is totally unrealistic to expect 
the Congress to accept this restrictive approach. Accordingly, I re
quest that you permit the Department to submit amendments that allow 
institutional a-,;~ards and pre-doctoral fellowships limited to those 
scientific areas in w~ich existing training capacity is substantially 
inadequate and in 'tvhich we cannot expect rapid improvement without 
Federal support. 

Both the legislative and appropriations committee in Congress have in
dicated continuously their intent to maintain such funding. If we do 
not present a realistic position, we are unlikely to make progress 
toward agreed objectives. The Senate Subcommittee on Health has invited 
us to testify on Harch 11 as to our position on the extension of this 
legislation. I believe my approach represents a method of constraining 
the Federal role and Federal training expenditures. 

Finally~ I request that as a result of this legislative decision the 
Department be permitted to allocate the FY 1976 budget bet~veen the various 
research training programs in order to assure the most efficient use of 
Federal dollars. I emphasize that no additional funds are being requested. 

d .. 1 ~ ~ct/L 
Sere ry ~ 

• 
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AttachmP-nt B 

Department of Health, Education, and tvelfare 

Subject: Biomedical and Behavioral Research Training · 

Background. In the 1974 Budget, the Administration pro
posed to phase out Federal support for the training of 
biomedical and behavioral researchers by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, 
and Mental Health Administration (ADM1HA). This decision 
was based on several considerations, including: 

the inequity of providing Federal subsidies 
for students in the biomedical or behavioral 
sciences vvhile graduate students in other 
fields do not benefit from special Federal 
support; 

the lack of ·programming objectives for training, 
e.g., need or "shortages" in relation to research 
plans; 

the inappropriateness of federally subsidizing 
medical clinical specialty training which 
increases personal income potential of physician 
specialists, when the ~ederal priority is on pri
mary care; 

the apparently adequate supply of research 
scientists as shown by the continuing surplus 
of "approved, but unfunded" research proposals; 
and 

the existence of general graduate student support 
programs in the Office of Education. 

Training programs were begun in 1947, but expanded sharply in 
the 1960s. Because of their large institutional support com
ponents, they are considered vital by most research institu
tions and medical schools. Since 1967, NIH and ADA~1HA 
research training support has averaged about $~00 million 
annually. Support is made to the pre- and post-Ph.D and M.D. 
levels in all fields--life sciences, physical sciences, 
social sciences and the arts and the humanities. Genernlly, 
it is concentrated in life sciences disciplines and takes 
the forJn of institutional grants or individual fellowships. 

Congress responded to the Administration proposal by 
introducing specific mandatory authorizing legislation 
for the research training programs. Oste~sibly, in an 
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attempt to "head off" the legislation, HEW initiated a new 
more limited program of postdoctoral individual fellov1ships 
in designated "shortage" specialties. The selection of 
individual postdoctoral support was based on the existence 
of other sources of predoctoral student support and the 
lower attrition rate of students from research careers, 
once they have made a career commitment signified by a 
doctorate. Individual support is consistent with the 
Administration's higher education policy of concentrating 
support on students: it costs less than institutional awards; 
and it maintains greater Federal flexibility, since institu
tions do not become dependent on these funds directly for 
faculty. salaries. 

Congress was, however, not deterred by the new fellowship 
program and enacted the "National Research Service Award , 
Act," which was approved on July 12, 1974. It authorized 
pre- and postdoctoral individual and institutional support 
for 1975 only and added a number of program reforms such 
as a·three-year limit on support and a service or payback 
requirement. The Act also limited the award of training 
grants or fellowships after July 1, 1975, to specialty 
fields designated as "in need of training" l:;y the National 
Acaderey of Science according to a required study of the 
research manpmver situation. 

Key Facts. The 1976 Budget proposes to lireit support in 
1975 to postdoctoral fellowships, i.e., no more predoctoral 
training grants, and, in 1976, to limit the program to 1,100 
postdoctoral fellowships as a "national prize" program for 
the most meritorious applicants, as determined through · 
nation-wide competition. In 1975, Congress added $32 million 
in research training funds to the Administration's request. 
Although the Administration requested Congress to rescind 
these increases, Congress has declined to do so, thereby 
forcing the obligation of these funds. HEW was advised of 
the budget decision not to make new predoctoral training 
support and to limit institutio~al, as opposed to individual 
fellowship awards, but Secretary Weinberger will apparently 
appeal the predoctoral and institutional awards decisions. 

The ~ational Research Service Award Act expires on June 30, 
1975; The National Academy of Science's study is behind 
schedule and it will probably merely endorse the old programs, 
by field, as being in need of training. The 1976 legislative 
program includes a proposal to modify the legislation in 
accord with the Administration's budget proposal for a 
national program of 1,100 postdoctoral awards • 
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Current Position. No new arguments have been advanced to 
rationalize the need or appropriateness of Federal research 
training support. In fact, recent data about the research 
scientist supply indicate that the supply of biomedical 
researchers is growing significantly, despite the decline 
in NIH support from $171 million in 1969 to $152 million in 
1974. v7hile graduate enrollments in the sciences and 
engineering have declined in total from 1971 to 1973, 
graduate enrollment in the life sciences has increased and 
is projected to increase at a faster rate in 1974. The 
attached table shows some of the relevant indicators. 

At a review of Federal research and development programs 
for the 1976 budget, the Science Advisor acknowledged the 
budgetary pressures for research funding that are created 
by subsidizing the growth in the supply of scientists. H~ 
also considered it appropriate to reassess the need for 
further Federal research training subsidies in view of the 
apparently ample supply of researchers in the life and social 
sciences. 

In the near future, HEW will be presenting legislation to 
extend and modify expiring research training laws and pos
sibly a budgetary proposal to reallocate the increased 1975 
funds for institutional and predoctoral support. In view 
of the already severe budgetary pressures on the NIH and 
AD~1HA research budgets; and the promising picture of the 
supply of researchers, the effect of perpetuating such 
subsidies would be to increase the supply of researchers 
further and thereby make the future problem worse or to . 
supplant private expenditures by individual students with 
Federal subsidies. 

Attachment 
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Attachment 

Indicators of the Supply of Research Scientists 

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 197· -
u.s. Medical School Graduates 8,059 8,367 8,974 9,551 10,391 11,581 

Ph.D's Granted in Sciences 

All Sciences 15,993 17,822 19,005 19,035 18,938 N/A 
Life Sciences 4,116 4,564 5,051 4,984 5,068 N/A 

~;urr.ber of Biomedical Scientists 58,800 62,300 66,800 75,661 79,800 N/A 

~edical School Faculty Salaries: 

Clinical Departments: 

Professor N/A N/A $33,500 $35,200 $36,900 $391 30( 
Associate Professor 27,500 29,100 30,500 32, 40( 
Assistant Professor 23,100 24,900 26,000 26, 80( 
Average, all ranks 27,300 29,100 30,300 32, 60( 

• 
Nonclinical Departments: 

Professor 23,600 24,400 25,700 28, 10( 
Associate Professor 19,000 19,500 20,400 22,10( 
Assistant Professor 15,500 16,000 16,500 17, 70( 
Average, all ranks 19,100 19,600 20,300. 23 '30( 

New Approved NIH Research 

Grants 

'Funded (Percent) 68% 51% 50% 57% .37% 51~ 
~Jnfunded (Percent) 32%. 49% 50% 43% 63% 49~ 



Dc.i.o:: M<irch l~~, tc175 
~ill Baroody 
~hil Buchen 

THE WHITJ:, HOCSE 

t.()(-; }'T (J. : 

'I'i ::.rva : 8:00 p, !D. 

I,OT-?. l~C~ I I ()I\1: 
Jim Cannon 

cc (br infox>r,uticn); 

Jack M.::~rsh 
Bill Seidman 
Alan Greenspan 
Max Friedersdorf 

FROM TIIBSTAFFS~CRETARY 
·--------- -·- ··---------··-·--------· ---···-------------------------···----------------
DUE: Dcl:0: Thursday,2;;1~h 13 1 1975 .. 

X . :_~-~or Y O'llX (;arrtTnCr\ ts 

R:CivliiHl~S; 

\Ve apologize for the short time return requested but 
as you wHl note the President's decision is needed by 
ton10rrow in order for HEVlto prepare testirnony and 
draft legislation. Unfortunately, we received the 
nwmorandum at 8:00 p.m., :tvfarch 12. 

Thank you. 

Support Option #3. --Ken Lazarus (for Mr. Buchen) 

PI,EA.3E .k.'I'TACH 'riHS COPY 'J'O Tl'll':rETII.i·\Ij SlTBI'I.nTT:t:D. 

r~~ j 7 ':· ~J £u ... •."JC~ Ct!1 y tf~~ "::·~·.- :_.:_G.:'"tS Of if y·ott C.r\_tici _pnh: 0. 

r:~-~ .. ,;_' .. .:::._.' J.:.. ::~lh.:-t.l::~.:n'~1· ~~~-~~·: x(.:c 1 u~.r·,:::(l :..r~.o.i<.:::rioJ.: !)lc-:o_:::i~ 

icl~·::)·~~ :-:·:-.~.: ·(}1~::' E;~:·c.!:f ;:].(~·.~.tc!cry ir~-~::rl.::-;d.io-~-::1--:l . 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WA:iHINGTCN, D.C. 20503 

l. • 

DECISION 

MAR 1 2 1975 

~lliMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: HEW Support for Training of Biomedical 
and BehavioraJ. Researche:cs 

In the attached memorandum (Attachment A} , Secretary 
Weinberger appeals your 1976 Budget decis~.ons on Federal 
subsidies for training biomedical and behavioral 
researchers. The 1976 Budget called for: 

in 1975, no ne\v pre~1octo~al support programs 
and a limit on institu~ional training grants-
as opposed to individual fellowships--to 
"instances in which there is a need to create 
training environments that do not currently 
exist"; and 

in 1976, support limited to 1,100 individual 

HEW needs your decisions by Thursday, March 13, in order to 
draft legislation and prepare testimony for Senate hearings 
on Narch 17. 

Backgro~nd. The appropriations authorization for HEW pro
grams that subsidize the training of biomedical and behav
ioral researchers expires June 30, 1975. This legislation 
was the response of Congress to the Administration's pro
posal in 1974 to e1iminat.e completely all Hm·J support for 
training researchers. 

The 1974 budget decision was based on the still valid 
concerns of: 

the inequity of providing substantial Federal 
subsidies ($200 million annually) for students 
in the life sciences, but not in other fields~ 
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the apparent surplus of qualified researchers 
as shown by increasing numbers of "approved 
but unfunded" research proposals; 

the absence of specific programming objectives 
for training in relation to research needs; 
and 

the existence of general predoctoral student 
support programs in the Office of Education. 

2 

vfr1ile other agencies have gotten out of the support for 
training researchers, HEW has not. Attachment B contains 
a more detailed staff paper on this issue. 

The 1976 Bud~;et limit of 1,100 new fellowships \vas selected 
because it brings the number of trainees roughly in line 
with the nwilier of new researchers supported annually on 
research grants. Individual fellowship support was chosen 
as consistent with the Administratior1's general higher edu
cation policy of concentrating support on students, with 
tuition to reflect institutional training costs. Moreover, 
postdoctoral support does not further increase the already 
excess supply of researchers. This approach also avoids 
institutions' becorning as d:i rect~ly deoendent on Ft:~deral 
funds for faculty salaries. 

Options: \'Je see three options: 

-- Option 1: Reaffirm the 1976 Budget decision--no 
new predoctoral training support in 1975 and 1976, 1,100 
individual postdoctoral fellowships in 1976 and no institu
tional training grants. 

OEtion 2: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in prior years in both 1975 and 1976--HEW will determine 
levels of predoctoral and postdoctoral support and the ex
tent to which institutional training grants are employed. 

-- 2.E_t.ion 3: Fund training programs on the same basis 
as in prior years in 1975 only. For l97f, limit Federal 
support to the 1,100 individual postdoctoral fellowships . 
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Considerations: We believe the following considerations 
bear upon your decision: 

for 1975, Congress has apparently rejected 
your $32 million rescission proposal which 
reflected no new predoctoral support and 
limiting institutional training grants,and 
the appropriations will have to be spent; 

Secretary Weinberger's memorandum indicates 
his desire to use predoctoral support and 
institutional training grants as "excellent 
mechanisms for having an influence over the 
flow of researchers into priority areas.'' 
The 1,100 postdoctoral avmrds limit "prevents 
me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner" and " ... it is totally 
unrealistic to expect Congress to accept this 
restrictive approach"; 

in the past, HE1iJ 1 s 11 Shortage specialties" 
have been practically the same as before the 
shortage concept was introduced. This re
flects lack of agreement on a meaningful con
cep·t of "shortages"; and 

the supply of Ph.D. life scientists is grov1ing 
at an unprecedented rate. The Labor Department 
has tentatively forecast a surplus of Ph.D.'s 
in the life sciences for the 1976 - 1980 period 
ranging from 15% to 25%. 

Recommendation: We recommend that you approve Option 3, 
iargely reflecting: 

a desire to cooperate, in light of the re
jection by Congress of the Administration's 
rescission proposals affecting support of 
research trainingi 

the program merits, i.e., the considerations 
of equity and supply, underlying the 1976 
budget are still valid; and 

submission of an ll.dministr3.tion bill for 
1976 may force a discussion in Congress of 
the issue on the substantive program merits 
and equity considerations . 

• 
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Decision: 

L __ l 9ption 1: Reaffirm the training decisions 
announced in the 1976 Budget. 

/ 7 Option 2: Allow HEW discretiou in 1975 and 
1976 within the final appropria
tion levels (HEW request) • 

I I Option 3: Allow HEY.J discretion within the 
1975 appropriation level. In 
1976, reaffirm the training de
cision to limit support of 1 1 100 
postdoctoral fellowships (OMB 
recommendation) . 

Attachments 

• 
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Attachment A 

THE SECRETAF<Y OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, /\ND WELFAHE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. <'0201 

MAR 51975 

MENOR.liJ\DUH FOR THE PRES IDE~"':'L' 

~fhe Dep<"lrtment of Health, Education and Helfare' s biomedical and 
behc:.vioral research training programs are authorized by The National 
Research Service A"i·Jard Act. This Act, ~vhich >·las enacted in July 197!}, 
authorizes appropriations in only FY 1975 for pre- and post-doctoral 
fellmvships and institutional mvards. Consequently, Lhe Department 
,.,ill be requesting an extension of the appropriation authorization for 
FY 1976 and beyond. Hr. Ash 1 s legislative directive to the Department 
specifiedthat He seek a!llendments in this Act to support only post
doctoral oresearch fellows through national competition. This legislative 
directive 11as consistent \·lith current FY 1975 budget policy to eliminate 
pre-doctoral fellm.,rships and to limit neiv institutional m1ards, and with 
the l<'Y 1976 budget proposal of making ne\l awards only for 1100 post
doctoral fellows. 

\,Thile I agree that 1·7:?- should restrict the Federal effort in research 
training, the Ol-1B directive seriously damages the Department's ability 
to manage the programs efficiently and to assure the necessary nt.:mber 
of qualified biomedical and behavioral researchers. Over the last few 
years, I have been restructuring the Department's research training 
suppoi~t. The Department, particularly through the National Institutes 
of Health, has emphasized post-doctoral fello\·rships and increasingly 
has targeted institutional aHards and pre-doctoral fellm.;ships in those 
research areas in short supply. 

This redirection ,.,as in response to our perception cf changing research 
manpoHer needs. In the 1960's the rapid growth in research grants 
necessitated subst<?.ntial and ·wide-spread institutional research training 
development awards. \·fuile an insufficient total number of researchers 
is no longer the problem, He believe some institutional awards are 
still needed to develop research training capacity in neu and very 
prom~s1ng ~esearch areas and in areas of chronic short supply of 
qualified researchers such as epidemiology, genetics and nutritional 
science. These are crucial areas for a comprehensive Federal rese2.rch 
effort. However, as they are less attractive to young researchers-and 
training institutions, special Federal institutional &\·lards are uarranted. 
Like-;;1ise, \ole believ2 that pre-doctoral training support is an important 
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component of the total research training program. Since the Alcohol, 
Drug Abuse and Nc:ntal Health Administration supports pre-doctoral 
fe]lows fo~ their thesis research, such support provides an excellent 
mechanism for having an influence over the flow of researchers into 
priority areas. 

Institutional m-1ards and pre-doctoral fellol·7ships should be directed 
only for those research areas for 'vhich it can be shoHn that additional 
training capacity is needed. Post-doctoral fellm·7ship.s should not be 
so restricted. They should be awarded on merit through national com
petition with priority given to shortage areas. On this latter point 
'·7e have n0 disagreement Hith the Qrffi guidance in any respect. 

·m1ile we have no argument in general 'Hith m1B' s objective to restrict: 
substantially pre-d0ctoral training and institutional a1vards, their 
request that ve submit to Congress legislative amendments that would 
limit research training m.;rards only to post-doctoral fellowships and 
the related hud.get decision to rest:tict ne\v mvards in FY 1976 to post·
doctoral fellmvs prevents me from managing our training efforts in the 
most efficient manner. In addition, it is totally unrealistic to expect 
the Congress to accept this rest?rictive approach. Accordingly~ I re
quest that you permit the Department to submit amendrne:J.ts that allaH 
institutional aHards and pre-doctoral fellm·n,>hips limited to those 
::;.:: ~~~~ ;,.::: i_::= ::::.::- 8.:"!..: i~ ~:!:~ ~::. e::i~t i~:r~z t:.a.; ~ ~-'~[; (•:l ~ ~ (' ·i ·t-y ;_ c c:11h c: t· ~nt-; ~ 11 ;-r 
inadequate and in which \·lC cannot expect rapid improvement without 
Federal support. 

Both the legislative and appropriations com.:nittee in Congress have in
dicated continuously their intent to maintain such funding. If we do 
not present a realistic position, \ve are unlikely tc make progress 
tmvarcl agreed objectives. The Senate Subcormnittee un Health has invited 
us to testify on Harch 11 as to our position on the extension of this 
legisla;:ion. I believe my approach represents a met.hod of constraining 
the Federal role and Federal training expenditures. 

Finally, I request that as a result of this legislative decision the 
Department be permitted to allocate the FY 1976 bud;;et betHeen the various 
research training programs in order to assure the mr.rst efficient use of 
Federal dollars. I emphasize that no additional fu::1ds are being requested . 

• 
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Depart:.ment of Health, Education, and \·Jel fare 

Subject: Biomedical and Behavioral Research Training · 

Background. In the 1974 Dudget, the Adwinistration pro
posed. to -l=ihase out Federal support for the training of 
biomedical and behavioral researchers by the National 
Institutes of IIeo.l th (NUJj and the AJcohol, Drug J',buse, 
and lvlental Health Adminis·trat:ion (ADlu'1HA) • This decision 
was based on several consideiations, including: 

the inequity of providing Federal subsidies 
for students in the biomedical or behavioral 
sci~nces while graduate students in other 
fields do not benefit from special Federal 
support; 

the lack of programming objectives for training, 
e.g., need or "shorta9es" in relation to research 
plans; 

the inappropriateness of federally subsidizing 
medical clinical specialty training which 
increases personal incor;,e potcntia.l of plY}'sician 
specialists. when the Federal prioritv is on ori
ma:cy care; 

the apparently adequate supply of research 
scientists as shown by the contj_nuing surplus 
of 11 appro.ved, but unfunded" research proposals; 
and 

the existence of general graduate student support 
programs in the Office of Education. 

Training progl:ams v1ere begun in 19·17 1 bllll!r. expanded sharply in 
·the 1960s. Because of their large institutional suppoTt com
ponents, they are considered vi tal by ll"ID.i.'Bt research insti tu
tions and medical schools. Since 1967, lniH and ADAMHl\. 
research training support has averaged iei1bout $200 million 
annually. Support i3 made to the pre- .?:ond post-Ph.D and I'1.D. 
levels in all f ields·--l.ife sciences, ph:y=sical sciences, 
social E:ciences and the arts and -r:.he hun:ani U.es. Generally, 
it is concentrated in life sciences diE;ciplines and takes 
the form of institutional grants or ind~:v: idual fellowships. 

Congress responded to the l~dminist.ratim1 proposa.l by 
:i..ntrodncing specific mandatory auU1or i zririlg leg is lation 
for the.~ research tr ainin9 prograf':·s. Oszt::tnsibly, in an 
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attempt t.o 11 heud off" the le9islation, HEl'J initiated a new 
more limited program of postdoctorcJ.l individual fellowships 
in dEr~ignated "shortage" specialties. 'l'he selection of 
individual postdoctoral support was based on the existence 
of other sources of predoctoral student support and the 
lower attrition rate of students from research careers, 
once they have made a career coromitment signified by a 
doctorate. Individual support is consistent \Ji th the 
Administration's higher education policy of concentrating 
support on students; it costs less than institutional awards; 
and it maintains sreater Federal flexibility, since institu
tions do not become dependent on these funds directly for 
faculty salaries. 

Congress \·las, hov;ever, not deterrecl by the nc~1..J fellov.rship 
program and en2cted t.he "National Hesearch Se1:vice .?\ward , 
Act," \·Ihich \·m~: approved on July 12, 197?4. It authorized 
pre- and postdoctoral individual and institutional support 
for 1975 only and added a number of prosram reforms such 
as a·three-year limit on support and a service or payback 
requirement. The Act also Jj mi ted the av-;ard of Lr-e.ining 
grants or fellowships after July 1, 1975, to specialty 
fields designated c<S "in need of trainiu:•g" by 'che Nct'd.onal 
1\ca.derr:y of Science according to a requi:::f:d stu0.y of the 
research manpower situation. 

Key Facts. The 1976 Budget proposes to limit support in 
197 5 to- pos·tdoctoral fellm;s!.1ips, i.e. , no Inore predoct.oral 
training grants, and, in 1976, to limit.the program to 1,100 
postdoctoral fellm·Jships as a "nat:i.onc.l prize" program for 
the most n1er i tor ious applicants, as detrendned t.hrough · 
nation-wide compet.i tion. In 19 ·;s, Congress added $32 million 
in resecJ.rch training funds to the Administration's request. 
Although the Administ:ration requestE~d C'CH'lgress to rescind 
these increa~:es, Congress has declined 'tD do so, thereby 
forcing the obligation of these funds. HEW was advised of 
the budget decision not to make new pred(octoral training 
support and to limit insti tutim:.al, as :opposed to iEdividual 
fellowship awards, but Secretary Weinber~er will apparently 
appeal the predoctoral and institutional awards decisions. 

'l'he Na tior.al Research Service Award Act expires on June 30, 
1975. The National Academy of Science•s study is behind 
schedule and it will probably merely en~rse the old programs, 
by field, as being in need of training. The 1976 legislative 
program include::::-; a proposal to modify tllnc legislation in 
accord with the Administration's budget proposal for a 
national program of 1,100 postdoc_toral :a.warc1s . 
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Curreni: Po~::i tion. No ne1·1 argument.s have been advanced to 
rationa-lize- the ___ nced or appropriatenc~';s of Federal research 
training support. In fact, recent data about the research 
scientist supply indicate that the supply of biomedical 
researchers is growing significantly, despite the decline 
in NIH support from $171 million in 1969 to $152 million in 
1974. 117hile graduate enrollw:.mts in thE~ sciences and 
engineering have declined in total from 1971 to 1973, 
graduate enrollment in the life sciences has increased and 
is projected to increase at a faster rate in 197~. The 
attached table shows some of the relevant indicators. 

At a review of Federal research and development programs 
for the 1976 budget, the Science Advisor acknowledged the 
budgetary pressures for research funding that are created 
by subsidizing the growth in the supply of scientists. Hp 
also considered it appropriate to reassess the need for 
further Federal research training subsidies in view of the 
apparently ample supply of researchers in the lifo and social 
sciences. 

In the near future, HEW will be presenting legislation to 
extend and modify expiring n:::f;ca.rc-h ln:1inins; l<:n.;::.: and pos-
sibly a budgetary proposal to reallocate the increased 1975 
funds for ir:.sti tutional and DredoctoTa l ~:1;~,~Jort-- Tn u ·i ''"d 

of the already severe budgetary pressures on the IJIH and 
1\DN,lHA research budgets; and the promising picture of the 
supply of researchers, the effect of perpetuating such 
subsidies would be to increase the supply of researchers 
further and thereby make the future proble~ worse or to _ 
supplant private expenditures by individual students with 
Federal subsidies. 

Attachment 
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Indicators of the Supply of Research Scientists 

V.S. ~edical School Graduates 

Pt.C 1 s Granted in Sciences 

All Scic~nces 

~edical School Facultv Salaries: 

Clinical Departments: 

Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistan~ Professor 
Average, all ranks 

Nonclinic&l Departnents: 

Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Average, all ranks 

New Approved NIH Research 

G :::-a n. ~: :~~ 

i:'unded (Percent) 
· c" . .:=. · .,., dc.d ( P · ·"' · +-) '···· • ·- ,. '" <::: erct.::n .... 

1969 

8,059 

l51993 
4,116 

58,8:>0 

N/A 

c <) 9, 
t._, fJ 0 

1970 

8,367 

17,822 
4,564 

62,300 

N/A 

51% 
49% 

1971 

8,974 

19,005 
5,051 

66,800 

$33,500 
27,500 
23,100 
27,300 

23,600 
19,000 
15,500 
19,100 

50% 
50% 

1972 

9,551 

19,035 
4,984 

75,661 

$35,200 
29,100 
24,900 
29,100 

24,400 
19,500 
16,000 
19,600 

57% 
43% 

Attachment 

1973 

10,391 

79,800 

$36,900 
30,500 
26,000 
30,300 

25,700 
20,400 
16,500 
20,300. 

37% 
63% 

1974 

11,580 

N/A 
1~rf1 ;r-). 

N/A 

$39,300 
32,400 
26,800 
32,600 

28,100 
22,100 
17,700 
23,300 

51~ 
49% 



THE \VHI'JT H(YU SE 

\V" .\ S II l :-: C 'J' 0 .'i 

Do.t,~: March 12, 1975 Tin~e: 8:00 p, m. 
B~ll Baroody 
Phil Buchen 

·~oc y f"Tlr'-r-.r r '·~ F.,... VA•: Jiln Cannon cc (fo:: h·Jcrrnati.on): 

Jack Marsh 
~l Seidman 

Alan Greenspan 
Max Friedersdorf 

FRDM 'I'HE ST.i\FI' f.il:CRETAI<.Y 

DUE:: Dab: Thursday, March 13, 1975 
------·----~ 

~r:'irne: lO:OCJ:~. m. 

____ :K. For Yo1!:r f(ccorr.rf1t.:nda tior.s 

p,..(~nr.·r-e: .. lf..n~-nr~n n11r~ "F~Y1~.T - -

X For Your Cornxncr,ts 

REl\1 __ ~;~~~-~8: 

We apologize for the short tirne return requested but 
as you will. note the President's decision is needed by 
tomorrow in order for HEWto prepare test:irnony and 
draft legislation. Unfortunately, we received the 
mem.orandun1 at 8:00 p.m., March 12. 

Thank you. • d fvt ~ 
$~~ 

~ ~ 
PI.E.M~E A'lTl:S.CH TIHS COF·Y TO MATERIAL SUBiY:.ITTED. 

(~.•:!l'~:.~l i~."L :"::~Ai:.i.!.:·r:.:_·t·~·:_-ri·} -~~:~:?. lSf::Jl.l::__:_·t-:d_ ~-:-· ... c.-t(.:.:~,·ioj! .r·lPClSC 

i~J<.~j-)~t'lc'l\t? ~}1-;.· ;:.:tc.E~ ~~;:~r0Co.ry h:t.::nec~i~:l~cly. 

• 

Jerry H. Jones 
Staff Secretary 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 13, 1975 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTli\ L 

FROM: 

JIM LYNN_. ' k··\ 
./ \ } .. __ ; 

JERRY t~: .. ,--J6I:f:t<;;:S 
.I I ~-

lv1EMORANDUM FOR: 

/ 
SUBJECT: HEW SupEoh for Traininz_of 

Biomedical and Behavioral Researchers 

Your mem.orandurn to the President of J\1arch 12 on the above 
subj cct has been reviewed and Option 3 -- Allow HEW discretion 
v.rithin the 1975 appropriation level. In 1976, reaffirm the training 
decision to limit support of 1,100 postdoctoral fellowships-- was 
approved. 

,.. , 1 • •l' •1 •• 

. t-1.Ldt~e J.UlLU\.Y-U!! W.llll l,..l..te; c11J}'l-U}J.l..lc.1l..';;; ct\.....l-l.Ull• 

Thank you, 

cc: Don Rum.sfeld 
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